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Executive Summary

• Taking advantage of de-valued GBP to acquire strategic assets in key locations

• REIT structure for tax-efficient UK Real Estate investing

• Targeting hospitality, commercial offices, residential, and UK Transport Hubs

• Assets already include x2 hotels in Central London valued over £100m

• REIT looking to raise £200m from retail and institutional investors seeking UK real estate diversification and

Hospitality/ Commercial Transport Hub specialisation

• Working alongside TfL and Crossrail for strategic transport hub pipeline

• UK tax and legal expertise for cross-border investing with LSE listing experience

• Expected average yield of 6-10%*

• IPO Market Cap £500m

UK REIT targeting commercial, hospitality, and mixed-use real estate in strategic locations in 

the United Kingdom:

Information as of August 2019

Prepared by MU LLC

* projections subject to change
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UK Property Market – Overview

- UK has had nine consecutive years of growth: services, manufacturing, and construction despite

rising uncertainty; predict GDP growth of 1.3% in 2018 and 1.5% in 2019 (Figure 1). Rising real

wages will be positive for households but weaker job growth and weaker consumer credit growth

might constrain consumption.

- UK economy resilient, with strong jobs growth, rise in office-based jobs, real wage increase, with

varied changes nationally and across sectors

- Brexit continues to bring uncertainty, where economic contraction projected which will further

devalue the sterling, housing value depreciations, projected short-term increased cost of living and

therefore lower consumption due to real economic growth not being able to rise fast enough

- Real Estate sector still repository for long-term capital benefiting from stable macro-economics,

legal structures, currency, and quality of financial structures. Market is still a low-interest rate

environment, therefore making this a good period for fixed-interest acquisitions before rates do

begin to rise (albeit very gradually) over the near future.

- Opportunity sought in devaluations, depreciation in sterling, quality of available assets, continued

rise in tourism, quality of financial sector and low-interest rate environment, and future de-regulated

environment as part of post-Brexit economic stimulus strategy

- Sector focus varies on location (e.g. higher residential value growth in regional emerging cities vs

higher depreciation values in London), with staple targets among fund investors around commercial,

industrial, and emerging sub-sectors including healthcare and data storage facilities

- Hedging currency is a primary play for investors also wishing to take advantage of competitive

interest rate environment (notably from US and China)

Overview

Some Key Real Estate Impacts of BREXIT

Economy

Brexit uncertainty will 

continue to dampen 

confidence and growth, 

and currency-induced 

inflation has not yet fully 

dissipated, slowing 

consumer spending. But 

the weak pound has 

attracted international 

real estate investors and 

tourists to the UK and 

boosted domestic 

exports, increasing 

demand for the officers, 

prime retail, industrials 

and hotels sectors. 

Labour market

Net migration may fall 

further and firms may 

pause on hiring, reducing 

demand for office space; 

after 2021, new controls 

could produce particular 

shortages in 

construction, retail, 

healthcare, and 

hospitality, raising 

occupier and developer 

costs. Shortages could 

also slow expansion or 

relocation decisions. 

Trade access

Trade can happen 

without any agreement 

in many areas but costs 

would rise; the most 

exposed are highly-

regulated sectors which 

cannot trade at all 

without licenses. The 

impact on financial 

services may present 

particular risks for 

Central London. In the 

logistics sector, supply 

chains and warehousing 

may need to be 

reorganised. 

Regulation

Although EU law will be 

imported into UK law at 

the point of exit, the UK 

Government is 

examining whether EU-

derived planning and 

environmental law could 

be adjusted after the UK 

has left the EU. In the 

short term, the need to 

get Brexit legislation 

through Parliament 

means there is little 

space for major real 

estate legislation (for 

example planning law or 

infrastructure projects). 

Hospitality

Commercial

UK Transport Hubs

Prioritising core locations where UK has 

very sound long0term tourism 

fundamentals, where immediate challenge 

is predicting short0term performance amid 

economic and political turbulence. Longer-

term investment primarily with European 

hotel REITs, however also supported by 

domestic hotel investors and institutions 

(fixed-income space). Tourism accounts for 

10% UK GDP and 12% UK employment, 

therefore plays major role in UK economy 

and will continue to grow. 

Expected slight fall in UK office investment 

and occupier activity, whilst business 

confidence remains healthy in London and 

core regional cities. Flexible space 

operators and new transport infrastructure 

will drive demand. Strong demand expected 

among co-working/ experiential spaces, 

with significant demand from fintech 

sector, a growing focus area for financial 

services industry in London. Businesses 

also seeking new rather than second-hand 

office spaces, whilst improved transport 

infrastructure is creating new hot spots. 

Particularly interesting in growing cities 

connected by major national infrastructure 

programmes such as HS2 and Crossrail, in 

particular London, Birmingham, Croydon, 

Liverpool, Manchester and Bristol. 

Transport hub developments offer diverse 

revenue streams for developers and 

different financing avenues whilst serving 

local community requirements for housing 

and monetisation of transport operator 

lands. Value to be created through creative 

partnerships and carefully landscaped 

spaces mixing retail, housing, commercial 

and transport. 
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The transaction pipeline aims to offer enough diversification without being diluted, focusing on balancing between core and greenfield opportunities. The listed opportunities

are active transactions we have developed, some of which are already in closing stages.

Overview

Selected Pipeline

Average deal size between Tiers I – III ranges from

c.£22m-£1bn, with average deal size for core and

core+ at £57.3m (higher proportion of portfolio)

REIT is targeting income properties, and will

therefore focus on core and core+, however has

assembled pipeline including value-add and

development opportunities for future core+ pipeline.

Information as of August 2019

Prepared by MU LLC
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Deals

Tier Name City
GFA 

(sqm)
Size 
(£m)

Status Type Sector Transaction

I Business Hotel London TBC 50+ Operating* Core Hospitality owned by REIT

I Business Hotel London TBC 50+ Operating* Core Hospitality owned by REIT

I Luxury Hotel London 42.5 Operating Core Hospitality Acquisition

I
Hotel, Residences, + 
Commercial Office

London 15,613 122.2
Operating (requires 
refurbishment/ 
repositioning)

Core + Hospitalty, Residential, Commercial
Acquisition/ 
Development

I Hotel/ Residences London 60,000 22
Operating (requires 
refurbishment/ 
repositioning)

Core + Hospitality, Residential Acquisition

II
Mixed-Use 
(Commercial Office, 
Residential, Retail)

Waltham Forest TBC 100+ Under Construction Value-Add Commercial, Residential, Retail Construction

II Office Redevelopment Southwark 9,170 25.8 Under Construction Value-Add Commercial Construction

II
Town-House 
Redevelopment 
(including Hospitality)

Clerkenwell 3,000 18.1 Under Construction Value-Add Residential, Hospitality Construction

II
Mixed-Use (Business 
Hotel, Residential, 
Office, Retail)

Bristol - 50 Under Construction Value-Add
Hospitality, Residential, Commercial, 
Retail

Construction

II
Mixed-Use (Business 
Hotel, Residential, 
Office, Retail)

Croydon - 290.5 Under Construction Value-Add
Hospitality, Residential, Commercial, 
Retail

Construction

II
Mixed-Use 
(Commercial, 
Residential, Hospitality)

London - 150 Under Construction Value-Add Hospitality, Residential, Commercial Construction

III
UK Transport Hub 
Mixed-Use

Harrow TBC 50+ Feasibility Opportunistic
Hospitality, Residential, Commercial, 
Retail, Transport Infrastructure

Development

III
UK Transport Hub 
Mixed-Use

Colindale TBC 50+
Planning Approval 
Granted

Opportunistic
Hospitality, Residential, Commercial, 
Retail, Transport Infrastructure

Development

III
UK Transport Hub 
Mixed-Use

Bank 20,000 200+
Planning Approval 
Granted

Opportunistic
Hospitality, Residential, Commercial, 
Retail, Transport Infrastructure

Development

III
UK Transport Hub 
Mixed-Use

Lambeth TBC 100+
Planning Approval 
Granted

Opportunistic
Residential, Commercial, Retail, 
Transport Infrastructure

Development

III
UK Transport Hub 
Mixed-Use

Fisher Street 2,323 50+
Planning Approval 
Granted

Opportunistic
Hospitality, Residential, Commercial, 
Retail, Transport Infrastructure

Development

III
UK Transport Hub 
Mixed-Use

Tottenham 
Court Road

10,874 1000
Planning Approval 
Granted

Opportunistic
Hospitality, Residential, Commercial, 
Retail, Transport Infrastructure

Development

III
UK Transport Hub 
Mixed-Use

Paddington 32,528 150+
Planning Approval 
Granted

Opportunistic
Hospitality, Residential, Commercial, 
Retail, Transport Infrastructure

Development
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Selected Pipeline

Information as of August 2019

Prepared by MU LLC

Type: Business Hotel

Location: London

Size: £50m+

+RFR%: +7

Business hotel located in prime 

London location, under operation for 3 

years, high-quality income property, 

operated by global leading brand from 

Asia. 

Type: Business Hotel

Location: London

Size: £50m+

+RFR%: +7

Business hotel located in prime 

London location, recently opened, 

high-quality income property, operated 

by global leading brand from Asia. 

Type: UK Transport Hub

Location: Paddington

Size: £150m+

+RFR%: +15

Transport Hub development with 

Crossrail as part of ODS program. 

Opportunity to own strategic 

development site including commercial 

offices, hotel, residential, and ground 

floor retail. 

Type: Luxury Hotel

Location: London

Size: £42.5m

+RFR%: +9

Historic hotel in very popular part 

of Central London, at attractive 

price and offering stable revenues. 

Opportunity to refurbish and add 

additional rooms. 

Type: Offices

Location: London

Size: £150m

+RFR%: +12

Development opportunity on 

riverfront property. Mixed-Use 

development including offices, 

residential, retail, and hotel. Ideal for 

prominent location and long-term 

capital growth. 

Type: Hotel + Residences

Location: London

Size: £22m

+RFR%: +12

Redevelopment of existing 

townhouse to hotel and residences. 

No operator at present, under 

construction. 
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UK Government have now implemented new tax laws for foreign investors

and owners, even if through special offshore vehicles. These are that the UK

resident tax net now includes offshore vehicles and trusts, regardless of UK

citizenship of the owners, provided assets held are in the UK. This exposes

such vehicles to: Capital Gains Tax; Inheritance Tax; Stamp Duty; Income

Tax; Corporation Tax; and Withholding Tax on income tax at resident rates.

Commercial property and residential property hold slightly different rates.

New UK Property Tax Laws

Structure: UK REIT

Listed UK REITs operate in a tax-free environment, only paying 0.5% stamp

duty on commercial asset acquisitions (including properties that have over

10 residential units), whereas Property holding companies, onshore or

offshore as of 1st April 2019 are included in the UK resident tax regiment,

thereby exposing it to standard corporation tax, capital gains tax, and full

stamp duty. UK REITs therefore offer the most tax-efficient vehicle for UK

real estate exposure. An example is listed below (commercial property):

REITs vs. Property Holding Companies

BENEFITS:

Access to the 

global REIT 

‘brand’

REITs accepted as tax 

efficient structures 

worldwide for 

investments in real estate. 

Attract 

international 

capital (if looking 

to diversify capital 

risk) 

REITs have a proven 

track record of attracting 

international capital. 

Conversion to REIT 

status can often unlock 

new sources of funding

Effective elimination 

of latent capital 

gains 

REIT status may reduce or 

potentially eliminate any 

discount to net asset value 

caused by latent capital 

gains, therefore offering 

competitive advantage on 

corporate acquisitions, as 

other non-REIT bidders may 

have to discount their 

purchase price for latent 

capital gains. REITs 

therefore able to make 

commercial decisions on a 

tax-exempt environment

Attractive vehicle for raising 

additional capital if required 

REITs may be attractive for investors because: 

- attractive for UK and overseas retail and 

institutional investors

- easier access to property investment compared 

to purchasing a property directly

- indirect investment into property through 

readily tradeable investment asset

- access to parts of the property sector of that 

private investors cannot usually access e.g. 

shopping centres or industrial property

- regular income returns

- lower transaction costs e.g.0.5% stamp duty on 

shares compared to 5% on direct property

REQUIREMENTS:

Must trade on 

recognized stock 

exchange

Must be admitted to 

trading’ on a recognized 

stock exchange, and 

either ‘listed’ on such an 

exchange, or ‘traded’ on 

such an exchange in 

every accounting period, 

except the first three

Not a closed company 

The principal company:

- must not be controlled by 5 or fewer 

‘participators’ taking into account aggregation of 

holdings of associated persons, or it must meet 

the ‘quoted company’ exception

- be a close company only because it has a 

participator one or more ‘institutional investors’ 

as specific in the legislation, which includes inter 

alia a person acting on behalf of a limited 

partnership which is a collective investment 

scheme, UK or overseas pension scheme, REITs, 

life insurance business, open-ended investment 

companies, authorised unit trust schemes, certain 

charities or sovereign immunity investors. 

The quoted company exception: if at least 35% of 

voting power is beneficially held by the ‘public’ 

and those shares have been subject of dealings on 

a recognised stock exchange (within preceding 12 

months), the company will not be closed. 

Distribution 

Conditions

REIT must distribute 

90% or more of its tax-

exempt income profits 

(not capital gains), and 

100% of any property 

income distributions 

received from other UK 

REITs

Property Rental 

Business Conditions

The REIT must hold at least

three properties. Of these,

no single property can

exceed 40% the total value

of the properties in the

rental business. 

Balance of business 

condition

At least 75% of the REIT’s 

gross assets and at least 75% 

of the REIT’s accounting 

profits must relate to 

property rental business

Financing cost 

ratio 

REITs are required to 

maintain a profit-to-

financing cost ratio of 

greater than 1.25:1, 

otherwise a tax penalty 

applies

Type Fund REIT

Total Income Taxes

Residential 20% 0%

Commercial 20% 0%

Total Capital Gains Taxes

Residential 28% 0%

Commercial 20% 0%

Total Stamp Duty 5% 0.5%

Total Tax on Profits (Income and Transaction costs) 

Residential 47% 1%

Commercial 31% 1%

Information as of August 2019

Prepared by MU LLC
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Governance: Best Practice

Information as of August 2019

Prepared by MU LLC

The REIT is managed by MULLC, with a n independent Board of Directors for independent oversight and to hold the

Management Company accountable. The fee structure is transparent, with competitive hurdles that benefits both unit-

holders and management company, where evolving global best practice (lead by US) is being employed. Regular

reviews are instituted in to the fund structure, and anti-conflicts of interest conditions are built in on fees, decision

making, and long-term sustainability for the unit-holders best interest.

Overview 

UKHC is employing best governance practice for an advanced UK REIT market, including: sponsor cash investment;

reward-based fee structures; fee-alignment over fund period for performance incentives; clear hurdles for growth and

performance thresholders; independent board structure including specialist non-exec sub-committees to ensure right

intelligence pool is used; management exclusivity to reduce conflicts between externally managed REIT and other

managed vehicles regarding investment strategy; internalization criteria so shareholders can value future liabilities;

specified reimbursements rather than setting arbitrary values; subsequent capital raises to help incentivize future

performance.

Best Practice

Given HMRC regulations, UKHC can maintain a majority sponsor owned REIT whilst still entering the REIT

regime as part of newly updated laws, giving the structure time to build performance before widening

shareholder base through secondary and tertiary public raises. Focus will be targeting core income assets

during depth of currency depreciation, widen yields and income base, and expand upon this from year 2-3. We

have selected assets to include as part of phase I and will monitor opportunities for phase II.

Phase I (years 1-2)

MULLC is managed by a hands-on management team of tailored professionals, lead strategically by the Investment 

Committee. Remuneration is only calculated on profits generated. A management fee of 1% per annum absorbs all 

administrative and maintenance fees in handling pipeline, legal, deal-processing and underwriting, and operational 

management of each transaction. The Manager has designed and implemented its own investment procedure, illustrated 

below-right. It believes this process ensures rigorous analysis and evaluation of potential investment opportunities. It is 

centred around the importance of due diligence and internal checks and balances.

Management

FIRST 

SCREENING

COMPANY 

ANALYSIS

COMMERCIAL 

VALIDATION

1ST PARTNER 

MEETING
TERM SHEET

2nd PARTNER 

MEETING
DUE DILIGENCEIC MEETING

DEAL 

CLOSING

PORTFOLIO 

MANAGEMENT

1. Assign leader 1. Assess team

2. Fundamental check

1. Sales potential

2. Market/ competition

3. Expert, customer, 

competitor cold-calls

1. Formal meeting and 

presentation

2. Unanimous decision

1. Send material before 

meeting

2. Present the deal

1. Further Commercial DD

2. Financial DD

3. Legal DD

4. Founders background 

check

1. Investment Decision1. Sign contracts

2. Check closing 

conditions

3. Execution

1. Value-added service

Deal Qualification Provisional Deal Qualification Approved

Due DiligenceInvestment Portfolio

Strategic intent

1. Define strategic impact objective(s) 

consistent with the investment 

strategy. 

2. Manage strategic impact and 

financial returns at portfolio level. 

3. Establish the investor’s contribution 

to the achievement of impact

4. Assess the expected impact of each 

investment, based on a systematic 

approach. 

5. Assess, address, monitor, and 

manage the potential risks of negative 

effects of each investment. 

6. Monitor the progress of each 

investment in achieving impact 

against expectations and respond 

appropriately. 

7. Conduct exits, considering the effect 

on sustained impact.

8. Review, document, and improve 

decisions and processes based on the 

achievement of impact and lessons 

learned. 

Origination & 

Structuring

Portfolio 

Management

Impact at 

Exit

Independent Verification

9. Publicly disclose alignment with the Principles and provide regular independent verification of the extent of alignment. 

Efficient structure for 

clear independent 

decision making and 

management. Structure 

is performance led, 

where independent 

board of directors and 

non-executive directors 

hold management 

company accountable 

to unit-holders. 



This material (the “Presentation”) is being provided to you for your internal use only. It has been prepared by individual sales, marketing and/or structuring personnel of Meridian-Universal

LLC. and its affiliates and tied agents (collectively Meridian-Universal LLC) and does not constitute research or investment advice. All information presented herein is subject to due diligence.

Transactions in financial instruments or other products may carry risks, which may in some cases be substantial and may even equal or exceed the entire principal invested, and therefore certain transactions

may be inappropriate or unsuitable for certain investors. Nothing in this Presentation is prepared in relation to your particular circumstances, and before making any investment or taking any action with

respect to an existing investment you should consult financial, legal, accounting, tax and other advisors as appropriate. By accepting and using this Presentation, you are deemed to be represent and warrant

to Meridian-Universal LLC that you are able to make your own evaluation of its contents and that you are not relying on Meridian-Universal LLC for advice or recommendations.

The information and opinions presented in this Presentation have been obtained and derived from sources believed by Meridian-Universal LLC to be accurate, but Meridian-Universal LLC cannot and does

not make any representation or warranty with respect to it or its accuracy, completeness, sufficiency or appropriateness for your purposes or timeliness. Meridian-Universal LLC disclaims, to the extent

permitted by applicable law or regulation, all liability for any use you or your advisers make of the contents of the Presentation.

If this material contains “forward-looking” information, this information is based upon certain assumptions about future events or conditions and is intended only to illustrate hypothetical results under those

assumptions (not all of which are specified herein). Actual events or conditions may differ materially from those assumed herein. In addition, not all relevant events or conditions may have been considered

in developing such assumptions. Accordingly, actual results will vary and the variations may be material. You should understand such assumptions and evaluate whether they are appropriate for your

purposes. Past performance is not a guide to future performance.

This Presentation and all information and opinions in it are the property of Meridian-Universal LLC. You may not use any portion of this Presentation except for your personal use, and you may not

otherwise distribute any portion of this Presentation to a third party without the written authorization of Meridian-Universal LLC. Meridian-Universal LLC and the logo Meridian-Universal LLC are

trademarks of Meridian-Universal LLC and you may not use any of the Capital trademarks for any purpose, or use, alter, remove or otherwise obscure any trademark, service mark, copyright or other notices

(whether or not from Meridian-Universal LLC) provided to you in connection with this Presentation without the written permission of Meridian-Universal LLC or any relevant third party owner.

© 2019 Meridian-Universal LLC
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